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The Question of Morality in Relations Between the United States and Huerta's
Government
Abstract
The presidency of General Victoriano Huerta was one of the darker times in the history of the Mexican
Revolution. Often described as a ruthless dictator, Huerta went to extreme measures to maintain power,
even going as far as to assassinate those who opposed his rule. Senator Belisario Dominguez was one of
those men who opposed Huerta's right to the presidency, and was assassinated after speaking out
against the dictator. The series of events following the senator's murder did not affect just Mexico; the
repercussions of Huerta's actions were felt in Europe and the United States. As a result of Huerta's
actions, the United States government was less apt to officially recognize Huerta's regime in accordance
with Woodrow Wilson's moral stance of the law of recognition of foreign government. Contemporary
American newspapers reflected their support for Wilson's moralistic stance against Huerta in reporting on
Huerta's actions that defied Wilson's standards concerning recognition.
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THE QUESTION OF MORALITY IN RELATIONS BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES
AND HUERTA'S GOVERNMENT

ASHLEY TOWLE

The presidency of General Victoriano Huerta was one of the darker
times in the history of the Mexican Revolution. Often described as a ruthless
dictator, Huerta went to extreme measures to maintain power, even going as far
as to assassinate those who opposed his rule. Senator Belisario Dominguez was
one of those men who opposed Huerta's right to the presidency, and was
assassinated after speaking out against the dictator. The series of events
following the senator's murder did not just affect Mexico; the repercussions of
Huerta's actions were felt in Europe and the United States. As a result of
Huerta's actions, the United States government was less apt to officially
recognize Huerta's regime in accordance with Woodrow Wilson's moral stance
on the law of recognition of foreign government. Contemporary American
newspapers reflected their support for Wilson's moralistic stance against Huerta
in reporting on Huerta's actions that defied Wilson's standards concerning
recognition.
The way Huerta violently seized control of the Mexican government from
Francisco Madero in February of 1913 caused immediate debate about the
legitimacy of Huerta's government. 1 Henry Lane Wilson, the United States
ambassador to Mexico, and an ardent supporter of Huerta, drew a corollary
between the way that Porfirio Diaz was legitimately ousted from office by
Madero, and Huerta's rise to power. While the State Department and the Charge
d'affairs, Nelson O'Shaughnessy came to the same conclusion as Ambassador
Wilson, President Wilson inquired further into the morality of Huerta's accession
of power. 2
Using the situation in Mexico, Woodrow Wilson attempted to adjust the
traditional United States law of recognition to include a requirement concerning
constitutionality and legitimacy. Primarily Wilson was concerned about the
morality of the government in power. 3 On March 12, 1913, Wilson put forth his
view on the law of recognition stating:
Just government also rests upon the consent of the governed
(since) disorder, personal intrigue, and defiance of constitutional
rights weaken discredit government and ... injure ... the people.
We can have no sympathy with those who seek to seize
power of government to advance their own personal
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interests or ambitions. 4
The actions of Huerta following the assassination of Senator Belisario
Dominguez were in direct opposition to Wilson's moral perception of
government, and insured that the United States would not recognize the
legitimacy of Huerta's regime.
Prior to his assassination, Maderista Senator Belisario Dominguez,
repeatedly made speeches attacking Huerta's legitimacy as president. On
September 23, 1913, Dominguez addressed the Mexican Senate and asked to read
a declaration. The Senate was aware of the anti-Huerta sentiment the declaration
espoused, and therefore did not allow Dominguez to have the floor. Instead, the
Senate allowed Dominguez's speech to be added to the record. In his speech,
Dominguez denounced Huerta's brutal tactics in dealing with his opposition and
chastised his fellow senators as well for enabling Huerta to maintain power, by
not speaking out against him. Dominguez scathingly criticized both the Senate
and Huerta in his speech saying:
Today when you see clearly that this man [Huerta] is a:n
imposter, inept and wicked, who is rapidly bringing the country
to ruin, will you for fear of death permit such a man to remain
in power? What would be said of the crew of a great vessel
which during the most violent storm in a tempestuous sea
would appoint as pilot a butcher who has no nautical knowledge ... ?5
Dominguez was one of the most outspoken members of the Senate and asked
that the rest of the Senate follow him in demanding the resignation of Huerta as
vindication for the assassination of Francisco Madero. Through this speech,
Dominguez aligned himself with the Constitutionalist party, becoming the
"Mexico City spokesman" for the party. Furthermore, Dominguez echoed the
sentiments of Wilson's moral law of recognition by stating that the way Huerta
came to power was not constitutional. However, Dominguez did not stop at
mere words when attacking the validity of Huerta's presidency. 6
A week after submitting his speech, Dominguez asked the Senate to
take more direct action by giving him a commission to go to Huerta's office and
demand his resignation from office. The Senate was not ready to take such
drastic action against Huerta and denied Dominguez's request. In response,
Dominguez continued his political tirades against Huerta. Consequently, Huerta
reacted to Dominguez's accusations as was to be expected. On the morning of
October 8, 1913, four Mexico City police officers broke into Dominguez's hotel
room and forced him into an awaiting car. Dominguez was driven to a cemetery
where a grave was already prepared for him. Dominguez was shot and his body
was immediately buried.? Huerta's wishes may have been carried out covertly;

however, the repercussions to his drastic actions appeared quickly in the
newspapers.
In response to the disappearance of Belisario Dominguez, the Senate
became enraged by Huerta's lack of concern for the disappearance of the Senator,
and became increasingly concerned for their own safety. The Senate attempted to
investigate Dominguez's disappearance by passing a resolution demanding that
the whereabouts of Dominguez be revealed. Until informed of what happened to
Dominguez, the Senate resolved to remain in session. As was typical of Huerta,
instead of dealing with the Senate in a diplomatic fashion, he dissolved both
houses of Congress in order to eliminate the opposition. 8 This drastic action
would be the catalyst to the tensions that developed between Huerta and the
United States.
The disappearance of a senator from Mexico may not have made
international news, however, because Huerta dealt with Congress in such an
extreme way, his actions made headlines. When Huerta arrested one hundred
and ten members of the Chamber of Deputies, the events that precipitated the
dissolution of Congress were also reported. Newspapers reporting on the
situation in Mexico described the situation as being "acute," "critical," and
"uneasy." 9 This situation was brought on, according to Huerta, as a result of
Congress usurping its powers and encroaching upon the rights of the Chief
Executive. Furthermore, Huerta called the Congress one of his worst enemies. He
accused Congress of taking on the roles of two of the three branches of
government, that of the legislature and the judicial branch. Newspapers did not
blatantly point out the irony in Huerta's comment; however, it is clear that they
saw the hypocrisy in accusing the Congress o~ overstepping its power, and then
dissolving Congress and taking over its role in the government. Newspapers
made a point of stating Huerta's reasoning behind his actions, and then showing
the outcome of what he did, 10
Huerta's dealings with Congress were the antithesis to Wilson's notion
of a moral government. In taking over the role of the Mexican Congress, Huerta
seized power from the government for his "own personal interests," to maintain
power. American newspapers commented on the undemocratic government in
Mexico, focusing on the ways that Huerta's actions defied the law of recognition
put forth by Woodrow Wilson.
The first concern of American newspapers in response to Huerta's actions
was the status of Mexico City as a result of dissolving one third of the
government. The Philadelphia Inquirer reported that there had not been any
uprisings the following day; however, Mexico City was being heavily patrolled
8
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by troops. Huerta also had rapid firing guns placed in the interior courts of the
Presidential palace, along with a large quantity of ammunition. The Inquirer also
made a point of identifying the guns as the same ones that Huerta used in
February, alluding to the Decena Tragica, in which Huerta forcefully took
Francisco Madero out of power. In mentioning this event, the Inquirer reminded
its readers of the harsh way that Huerta dealt with his opposition, and showed
the contrast of Huerta's politics to those of the United States. The policed streets,
and build up of arms undoubtedly would make American readers hesitant to
support someone labeled as a dictator who maintained power through violent
action. This point was reinforced further when the Inquirer summarized
Dominguez's September 23, 1913 declaration against Huerta by saying:
He [Dominguez] declared that not only had nothing been
done during Huerta's regime toward the pacification of the
country, but that the present situation in the republic was
infinitely worse than before. He said the currency of Mexico
had depreciated, fields had been neglected, towns razed and that
this situation was due first and foremost to the fact that the
Mexican people could not resign themsel~es to be governed
by Huerta. 11
In referencing these points in Dominguez's speech, the Inquirer had its readers in
mind. Of course, American investors would be interested in the economic status
of Mexico, especially readers in an influential city of commerce such as
Philadelphia. In stating that the economy was failing in Mexico, Americans
would not support Huerta's regime because it was not profitable for investors in
Mexico.
Along with showing the economic destitution of Mexico, the Inquirer
compared the Mexican government to the democratic government of the United
States. The publication of Dominguez's comment about the people of Mexico
being governed against their will by a dictator gave Americans an ideological
reason to denounce Huerta's regime_12 This same point could also be applied to
Wilson's law of recognition, in which the consent of the people to be governed
was a primary requirement for legitimacy. A democratic nation would not be apt
to support an illegitimate president who came to power against the will of the
people. Therefore, it is understandable, that with the dissolution of Congress,
one of the primary concerns of Americans was whether the elections taking place
in late October of 1913 would even transpire.
The elections of October 26, 1913 were far more important than just to
Mexico. The issue of Huerta's legitimacy as president was an issue debated by
the United States and European powers, especially Great Britain. On March 31,
1913, Great Britain did not wait for the United States and officially recognized
Huerta's government. Great Britain did not adhere to Wilson's policy of moral

legitimacy, rather their guidelines were based on a "government's promise of
stability and performance." 13 Other European countries soon followed Britain's
lead, including Germany, Spain, France, Norway, Italy, Japan, Portugal, Belgium,
China, Argentina, Brazil and Chile. 14 Wilson was extremely disappointed over
Britain's decision. Wilson believed that Britain, would adopt a moral stance
against Huerta, rather than recognizing with him for self-interests. Wilson
believed that the reason for Britain's recognition of Huerta stemmed from the
large investments Britain had in Mexico, especially by oil tycoon Lord
Cowdray_Is When Wilson voiced his dismay over Britain's decision, Lord Grey
stated that should Huerta run in the upcoming October elections, he would
withdraw his recognition policy from Mexico. This agreement was in large part
due to the tenuous state of the world at the time at the onset of World War I;
nonetheless, it gave even more importance the October elections. 16
Newspapers such as the Washington Post were not optimistic about the
ability of Mexico to pull off fair elections, in the days following the break up of
Congress. Throughout the United States, newspapers were skeptical of whether
elections in Mexico would even take place. Instead of just focusing on the
tenuous situation in Mexico, newspapers began to focus their attention primarily
on the way that Washington reacted to the situation. As the Washington Post
reported
Now, however, President Wilson has made it clear that the
Washington government had with the events of the last few daysthe imprisonment of the deputies and the establishment of a
dictatorship by Huerta- lost all hope of seeing a constitutional
election held by the Huerta regimeY
As a proponent of a moral government, the dissolution of Congress was one
more reason for Wilson not to support the Mexican dictator. The Fort Worth Star
Telegram echoed Wilson's moral law of recognition by stating that the suspension
of Congress was "not only a violation of constitutional guarantees, but destroys
all possibility of a free and fair election ... and that the result therefore could not
be regarded as representing the will of the people." 18 Again, Wilson's moral law
of recognition appears in the newspaper. As the Fort Worth Star Telegram states,
the United States could not recognize Huerta, even after elections were held. If
Huerta could disband a governmental body and assassinate politicians, Mexicans
would not be apt to voice their true opinions concerning Huerta, for fear of their
safety. Therefore, any election held after these drastic events would not

13
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accurately depict the will of the people. Wilson understood this concept, and
voiced his disapproval at the convening of a new congress.
Tension between Mexico and the United States continued to escalate as
Wilson took a steadfast stance against Huerta's actions. The United States
threatened to cut off further communication with Huerta unless he promised he
would not allow a new congress to convene. One of the primary reasons for
Washington's adamant stance against the convening of a new congress was that,
as the Post pointed out, it would give an "air of legality to Huerta's
government." 19 The Post also stated, "Not since the recent revolutions began has
the feeling in the Mexican capital been so tense as it was today." 20 The Post
accurately summed up the feeling of not only Mexico, but also the relationship
between the Mexican government and the United States at that moment. At this
point, the United States was waiting for Huerta to explain what his next action
would be. Furthermore, they were waiting to see what the outcome of the
October election would be. Not since Decena Tn1gica, had the debate of the
legitimacy of Huerta's government been so pronounced.
The controversy surrounding the recognition of Huerta's government
again became an issue only days after Huerta dissolved Congress. According to
the Dallas Morning News, "It is reported that Great Britain is prepared at the first
opportunity to repudiate the recognition and that failure of the Huerta
Administration to hold a constitutional election on Oct. 26 probably would be
held as sufficient cause." 21 In an article the following day the Dallas Morning
News voiced it support for not recognizing Huerta's government, "Huerta's
course seems to be nearing the end. President Wilson's refusal to recognize the
Huerta Government at the time England did so is abundantly vindicated." 22
Clearly, the reports of Huerta's means of dealing with political opposition were
frowned upon not only by President Wilson, as a result of his moral stance on
government, but by American citizens as well. This article is especially
meaningful as this newspaper was published nearby Mexico, and therefore was
strongly interested in the happenings of its neighbor. Through this article, the
Dallas Morning News affirmed its agreement with Wilson's moral law of
recognition, and showed that to some degree Wilson's attempt to add morality to
the law was successful.
Victoriano Huerta's uncooperative attitude toward the United States
added to the conflict between the two leaders, and during the days preceding the
elections Huerta's attitude gained Wilson support for his law of recognition.
Chairman Bacon of the United States Senate Foreign Relations Committee voiced
his approval for Wilson's stance as well.
He [Bacon] declared that while the United States always
19
"Deputies Release of Mexican Law Makers on Writs Refused. Army May Tum on Huerta Outward Calm in Capital, Though
Troops Patrol Streets. Secretary Bryan Hastens his Return to Washington Because of Developments," Washington Post, 13 October
1913, 1.
20

would like to have the approval of foreign governments in
its policy toward Mexico and would always listen to
suggestions, nevertheless this government would never yield
its views because it had broader and more important
moral considerations at hand in dealing with the Mexican problem
than merely material interests. 23
In this report, the ideological reasoning behind not supporting Huerta is evident,
as well as the anger that Americans felt when their ally, England, betrayed them
by recognizing Huerta. Through this statement, the United States is perceived as
not being selfish like the British were by recognizing a dictator for monetary
gain; rather, the United States adhered to its democratic morals. The reasoning
for not recognizing Huerta's government became abundantly clear as election
day approached, and Huerta showed no sign of prohibiting the election from
taking place.
As October 26 approached, rumors of Huerta perhaps relinquishing
control of the government began to circulate in American newspapers, however
this claim was immediately disproved. For a moment, it seemed as though the
conflict between the United States would be resolved, however on October 19th,
Huerta dispelled the rumor. Huerta stated "when I resign it will be to seek a
resting place six feet in the soil. When I flee the capital it will be to shoulder a
rifle and take my place in the ranks to fight the rebels." 24 Even though
Carrancista rebels in the north made it abundantly clear that Mexican citizens
were not supportive of Huerta's regime, Huerta blatantly showed that he was
not ready to relinquish power, and that even though the United States may not
recognize his legitimacy as president, he would not vacate his position. After this
remote chance of a solution was crushed, United States papers continued to wait
for October 26 to see what would occur on election day.
While both countries waited for the outcome, Henry Lane Wilson
attempted to vindicate his support for Huerta, and newspapers across the
country reported his stance. In his speech, Ambassador Wilson declared that
Huerta was a legitimate president and that his government was "just as legal as
the Government of Roosevelt when he succeeded to the Presidency after the
assassination of President McKinley." Furthermore, he urged President Wilson to
recognize Huerta, stating that President Wilson could do so and "still save his
face as he has been trying to do so ever since." This obviously was an allusion to
Europe recognizing Huerta, and the United States maintaining its stance against
the dictator. Wilson warned that if Huerta's presidency was not recognized and
Huerta was removed from power, Mexico would be in a state of anarchy, and the
United States would be forced to enter Mexico to police the country. 25 Huerta
responded to Ambassador Wilson's supporting of his presidency by saying he

lbid.
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was pleased with Wilson's efforts at attempting to correct the "erroneous
impressions held by the Administration officials at Washington." 26 With election
day nearing those with interests in Mexico, like Henry Lane Wilson attempted to
gain support for Huerta. The situation at that point was extremely tense, as no
one was certain how Huerta would act during the elections, and how President
Wilson would react to the outcome of October 26.
October 26, 1913 came and went without any word on who had won the
election. Newspapers in American had expected the result of the Mexican
election to take time to deliver. As early as October 27, however, newspapers
were already discussing the failure of the election. Newspapers reported that
although Huerta had refused to run for president, he was still receiving a
majority of the votes. In Vera Cruz, Huerta supposedly obtained 1500 of the 2000
ballots cast.27 Voter turnout was low in Mexico, most likely due to the fear that
citizens had of voting against Huerta. As a result of no clear winner being
elected, Huerta declared the election to be illegal, and therefore was able to
maintain power as president.28 The conflict that Huerta's stay in power created
was exemplified in the articles appearing after the report of Mexico's illegal
election. Underneath the election report in the Fort Worth Star Telegram, there was
a brief mention of the German cruiser, Nuremberg, arriving in Mexico, reported to
stay "during the disturbances" in Mexico. Evidently, foreign countries wanted to
ensure that their interests would be looked after during this tumultuous period.
Furthermore, the illegal elections were used to state once more that the United
States was justified in not recognizing Huerta, as his presidency was not
legitimate, and after the unconstitutional elections, still was not. 29 The reports of
election day encompass the themes of this turbulent time, reporting on the
vindication of the Wilson's moral policy, tensions between foreign countries, and
the illegal presidency of Huerta. The repercussions of the election would
continue to follow this pattern.
In response to the failure of the elections, Wilson responded by sending a
memorandum to Huerta that he must relinquish power. This demand was
ultimately rejected by Huerta, who stated he would reject all American proposals
and seat the newly elected congress, giving an "air of legitimacy" to his
presidency. Newspapers began offering solutions to the situation, even
prophetically stating that Wilson should lend moral support to the
Constitutionalist movement. 30 United States warships were also reported to have
been ordered to remain at their positions in Vera Cruz. Clearly, with the failure
of the elections, and Huerta's decision to be uncooperative with the United
States, tensions between the two countries had come to a breaking point. As
congressman Horace Vaughan commented "Unless Huerta complies with
demands of the United States there will be war with Mexico ... we are fully
26
21

prepared for an emergency. I don't believe any foreign power will join hands
with Mexico against the United States ... but should other nations join, the United
States is amply prepared to protect its own interests." 31 Although confrontation
did not come in a formal declaration of war from the United States, the invasion
of Vera Cruz six months later by the United States was the culmination of Huerta
and Wilson's standoff in October.
The assassination of Senator Belisario Dominguez was not important
enough for American newspapers to report on alone. Victoriano Huerta's actions
in response to an enraged Senate however, warranted the attention of the United
States. Huerta's disbanding of the Mexican Congress was yet another illegal
action and usurpation of power. This event gave credence to Woodrow Wilson's
policy of no recognition of the Mexican government. Huerta's actions were in
direct opposition to Wilson's moral law of recognition, and therefore exacerbated
the tension between the two nations as Huerta' s actions ensured the Wilson
would not recognize Huerta as a legitimate president. Throughout the United
States, newspapers supported Wilson's decision to denounce Huerta by
commenting on Huerta's illegitimacy as a result of not having the consent of the
people, and usurping the power of the legislature. When the rv.rexican elec.ti~ns
proved to yield no change in the situation, it was evident that W1lson was w1llmg
to take the next step in ensuring that Huerta did not sustain power. The events of
October 1913 would be one of the primary factors in the United States invasion of
Vera Cruz six months later, as the conflict between Mexico and the United States
escalated to such an extent that force was the only means left to depose Huerta
from power.
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